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Abstract

Climate adaptive building shells (CABS) are receiving increasing attention because they can enable high-performance building design that combines low energy consumption with good indoor environmental quality (IEQ). Various studies have acknowledged the potential of CABS with seasonal adaptation, but thus far, there is no method available to quantify their performance potential. This paper presents a framework for design and performance analysis of CABS with optimal seasonal adaptation strategies. The framework is based on a sequence of multi-objective optimization scenarios and uses a genetic algorithm in combination with coupled building energy and daylighting simulations. Findings from a case study with an office building in the Netherlands demonstrate the effectiveness of the framework in quantifying the potential of seasonal CABS. Results of the case study show that monthly adaptation of six facade design parameters can lead to improved IEQ conditions and 15-18% energy savings compared to the best performing non-adaptive building shell. Through post-optimization analysis of monthly and annual solutions, a better understanding of the key elements of seasonal facade adaptation is obtained.
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1 Introduction

There is a growing interest for buildings with adaptable facade elements which are capable of dynamically adjusting their properties in response to variable ambient conditions and occupants’ comfort preferences [1–5]. Through enhanced interaction with the environment, climate adaptive building shells (CABS) seek the reduction of energy demand for heating, cooling and lighting, while maintaining high levels of indoor environmental quality [6].

So far, most attention has been given to research, design and development of CABS that can change their properties on a high-frequency basis, e.g., seconds, minutes or hours [7]. Examples include the deployment of switchable glazing technology [8], dynamic thermal insulation [9], advanced solar shading systems [10–12], and materials with variable solar absorptance/emittance properties [13]. These short-term adaptation mechanisms enable the facade to change in direct response to the varying conditions, and as a result, they are expected to present the highest potential in terms of performance improvements [14–16]. In terms of complexity, however, the application of short-term CABS is often assessed as less favorable because it typically requires relatively complex and expensive technologies [6]. Moreover, the control of short-term CABS in the operational phase is rarely a trivial task, and problems during operation may have an adverse effect on CABS performance [17–19]. In view of these aspects, it can be argued that in many construction projects the option of short-term CABS is regarded as inferior to more conventional facade technologies [20].

An alternative to short-term CABS are facades that can adapt their behavior in response to changing conditions over the seasons [21]. Previous studies have indicated that building designs with seasonal adaptation strategies can, in principle, enhance energy and comfort performance compared to the best static situation. Improvements in building performance have been demonstrated in cases with seasonal variation in, for example: solar shading design [22–24], window properties [25–29], thermal insulation [30], thermal mass [31], natural ventilation strategies [32,33] and temperature set points [34]. Compared to short-term adaptability, the feasibility of long-term CABS is expected to be higher, as long-term CABS are more likely to be built as low-cost add-on solutions, with less challenging technologies and simpler controls [14].

Despite the promising perspective, there is still little information available that quantifies the relationship between long-term adaptable facade principles and potential building performance improvements. No study has addressed this issue from a higher-level perspective, focused on a methodology to quantify the performance potential of seasonal building shell adaptation. This potential must be based on optimum adaptable building shell
properties, but there is no method available to guide designers towards a systematic and effective assessment of optimum long-term CABS properties.

This paper presents a method for quantifying the impact of seasonal facade adaptation on building performance, based on coupled building energy and daylight simulations, conducted under multi-objective optimization (MOO) scenarios with genetic algorithms. This method is described by means of a case study, which assesses the improvement in energy performance and indoor environmental quality due to monthly adaptation of six building envelope parameters. The work in this paper aims to increase understanding of the feasibility of long-term adaptable facades as a design strategy, by analyzing the mutual influence between design and performance aspects from a higher-level perspective, i.e. the potential of long-term CABS concepts. Actual implementation aspects and specifics of innovative materials and building envelope components are not within the scope of this study, but could be explored on the basis of the results we present here.

This paper is structured in four sections, as follows. Section 2 describes the methodology adopted for the quantification of long-term CABS performance in the case study, including details of the case study building, performance indicators and strategies for simulation and optimization. In Section 3, results of the case study are presented and analyzed. Finally, Section 4 reflects on the findings of this work, and provides directions for future research.

2 Methodology

2.1 Case Study Building Model

The zone under investigation (Figure 1) is a single-person south facing perimeter office zone (3.6m x 5.4m x 2.7m). The zone is situated at an intermediate floor and surrounded by identical office zones and a corridor at the back. The building, which is evaluated under Dutch climate conditions, is occupied on weekdays from 8 to 17 hours. Heating is supplied with an ideal system with unlimited capacity, but no active cooling system is employed. Ventilation with outside air (no heat recovery) is provided at a rate of 2 ACH during occupied hours. The opaque part of the external facade is modeled as a single layer with a thickness of 0.35m. Window-to-wall ratio (WWR) as well as thermophysical and optical material properties are determined by optimization. Table 1 gives the adaptable design parameters, together with the upper and lower bounds.
Allowing the different glazing properties to vary independently from each other can easily lead to fenestration typologies that are unrealistic from a physical point of view. To avoid this, we used existing window systems with meaningful properties. Table 2 shows the detailed properties of the glazing types that correspond to the glazing IDs from Table 1.

An external shading system is applied to control the solar gains. Venetian blinds are “ideally” controlled on the basis of an active users profile [35]. This stochastic algorithm assumes that the blinds are rearranged on a regular basis with the aim of maximizing daylight availability while preventing glare and direct sunlight on the work plane [35]. Artificial lighting with a lighting power density of 10 W/m² is switched on/off, only when daylight availability is not sufficient to meet the illuminance target of 500 lx on the work plane (Figure 1).

2.2 Performance Indicators

2.2.1 Energy Performance

The energy saving potential of the investigated case study is assessed by considering the zone’s primary total energy consumption, which is composed of the energy required for heating (central heating efficiency factor 0.65) and artificial lighting electricity (power plant efficiency factor 0.4). An active cooling system is not considered in this case study, therefore cooling energy does not contribute to the energy demand. Energy consumption for artificial lighting is not fixed during the operation of the office but varies with daylight availability in accordance with the different building shell configurations.

2.2.2 Indoor Environmental Quality

Thermal comfort is evaluated using an adaptive thermal comfort (ATC) indicator [36]. The method is mainly intended to assess naturally conditioned spaces, like the office investigated, and presents specific advantages over the more traditional comfort metrics, which make it an appropriate indicator for high-performance building design in moderate climates [37,38]. As the heating system is assumed to have unlimited capacity, there is no
thermal comfort problem regarding heating. The building has no active cooling system, and thermal comfort performance is measured by the number of overheating hours during occupied hours.

The heating system in the zone is controlled on the basis of indoor air temperature, with a set point 0.5 °C above the lower acceptable indoor temperature threshold for comfort class II [39] from 7-17 hours, and a set point of 17 °C when the office is unoccupied.

Visual comfort requirements are indirectly taken into account through the operation of artificial lighting and blinds; the blinds are operated with the aim of maximizing daylight availability while preventing direct sunlight on the work plane. This guarantees that minimum lighting levels are provided during operation hours and glare is avoided, so visual comfort conditions are always met.

2.3 Simulation strategy

Dynamic building performance simulations (BPS) were conducted using the multi-zone building model in TRNSYS [40]. These energy simulations in TRNSYS were coupled with the outcomes of daylight simulations in DAYSIM [41]. Daylight simulations were conducted in a preprocessing stage for all the daylight opening configurations. During simulation run-time, data generated by DAYSIM (such as time-series of blinds’ states and artificial lighting use (on/off), together with occupants’ presence) were coupled to TRNSYS, according to the selected visual and daylight requirements [42].

The long-term adaptation was investigated using twelve separate analyses, where each month of the year was addressed by a different set of simulations and optimization. The annual performance was then obtained by the combination of monthly results, as described in detail in Section 2.5.

2.4 Optimization strategy

The coupling of BPS tools with evolutionary optimization algorithms has proven to be a valuable approach for efficient and effective exploration of the option space in building envelope design [43–48]. Particularly in supporting high-performance building design, the application of multi-objective optimization (MOO) algorithms is useful [49–51], as it allows for visualization of trade-offs between two or more conflicting design objectives [52,53]. The main advantage of this approach is that best trade-off solutions are represented as a set of equally optimum solutions, the Pareto front, from which a single design can be selected a posteriori, by taking the decision-maker’s priorities into account.
In our application example, bi-objective MOO is first applied on an annual basis with fixed envelope properties in order to define a reference case, i.e. an optimum non-adaptive facade. Then, a series of analyses is conducted with an optimization horizon of one month. In this way, performance optimization of monthly adaptive building envelopes becomes feasible, but it also allows for deriving optimal facade behavior on a longer scale (e.g. seasonal).

The optimization process is carried out using the non-dominated sorting genetic algorithm II (NSGA-II). In each optimization run, an initial population of 30 samples out of a pseudo-random Sobol sequence was used. A maximum of 3000 iterations was used as stopping criterion.

The two optimization objectives to be minimized are:

- The primary energy consumption [kWh/m²] (sum of the heating and artificial lighting)
- The number of hours per year when \( |T_{\text{diff}}| > 3 \) K, where \( T_{\text{diff}} \) is the temperature difference between the indoor operative temperature (\( T_{\text{op}} \)) and the comfort/neutral (\( T_{\text{comf}} \)) temperature (Category II in Standard EN 15251)

2.5 Optimum annual performance by combining monthly optimized solutions

The division of the year in twelve monthly optimization horizons gives rise to the creation of twelve different Pareto fronts with monthly optimized solutions. The performance of adaptable building shell concepts on an annual basis can be explored by combining the results from separate months. The optimal adaptable annual solutions are obtained by making all the possible summations of only the Pareto-optimal points of the different months.

As shown in Figure 2, the Pareto front of each month \( i \) consists of \( n_i \) monthly optimum solutions \( x_{ij} \), where

\[
i = 1, 2 \ldots 12 \quad (1)
\]

\[
j = 1, 2, \ldots n_i \quad (2)
\]

Making all the possible combinations of the points \( x_{ij} \) of each month, results in a cloud of possible annually optimal solutions, which comprises \( M \) new points:

\[
M = n_1 \times n_2 \times \ldots \times n_{12} \quad (3)
\]

Each of these new solutions \( y_k \) represents the annual performance of one of the possible summations between the monthly Pareto solutions:
The Pareto front of the newly created cloud of annual optimum design solutions describes the optimum performance of a building shell that changes its facade properties every month. It is shown in Figure 3.
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### 3 Analysis of the results

#### 3.1 Optimum annual performance with static facade

Figure 4 shows the performance of the case study when the static building envelope is optimized for a whole year. The design options are evaluated for energy performance (horizontal axis) and indoor environmental quality (vertical axis) according to the optimization objectives as described in Section 2.4. In this graph, each dot represents the performance corresponding to a single building design. The Pareto-optimal design solutions are indicated in black.

![Figure 4](image4)

From Figure 4, it can be observed that the design of the building envelope has a strong influence on both energy and comfort performance. An interesting point derives from the shape of the Pareto front; the steepness of the slope is relatively high compared to other studies with similar optimization objectives (e.g. [54,55]). In previous research, it has been demonstrated that the choice of thermal comfort indicator has significant impact on building performance optimization outcomes [56,57]. The high steepness of the Pareto front in the case study can be partially attributed to the thermal comfort index adopted.

Results in Figure 4 also indicate a relatively weak conflict situation between the objectives, as energy consumption plays a major role in the winter and thermal discomfort in the summer. The remaining conflict between these performance indicators occurs in the mid-seasons and part of the summer, where daylight

\[
y_k = x_{1j} + x_{2j} + ... + x_{12j} \quad (4)
\]

\[
k = 1, 2, ..., M \quad (5)
\]
contributes to energy saving for heating and artificial lighting but may increase thermal discomfort due to higher heat gains by solar radiation.

Overall annual energy consumption of optimized design solutions lies in a range between 70 and 95 kWh/m².y. Such values are in line with the typical energy consumption of state of the art office buildings in the Netherlands [58]. Optimized results in Figure 4 constitute a baseline for energy consumption for heating and lighting in this case study. Facade design with properties in the ranges given in Table 1 and Table 2 does not lead to energy consumption lower than this threshold.

3.2 Optimum monthly performance of CABS

Figure 5 shows results of monthly design optimization for the months April and August, as an example of the results obtained for all twelve months of the year.

In both months, the competitive nature of the selected optimization objectives is revealed. In April, the risk for overheating in the optimized solutions tends to be lower (up to 56 hours), whereas in August, less energy is needed but overheating can reach higher values (up to 110 hours). Such findings signal the potential for building envelopes configured in response to these variable seasonal conditions, and as such confirm the rationale behind CABS. Moreover, results in Figure 5 show the advantages of using Pareto fronts in MOO in comparison to the a priori weighted sum of different performance indicators. The balance, or compromise, between the two performance criteria changes over time. Only the Pareto approach allows the decision maker to use this information for navigating between the different regions of interest.

In addition to the results presented in Figure 5, it needs to be mentioned that during winter months (October until March) the reduced overheating risk simplifies the optimization task to a quasi-single-objective problem.

Results presented in this subsection only show some of the monthly optimized performance; therefore the comparison to the annual results from Figure 4 is not yet possible. In the next subsection, the Pareto fronts of the twelve months of the year are combined in a single annual plot following the method proposed in this paper and described in Section 2.5.
3.3 Optimum annual performance of seasonal CABS

After the optimization of the office’s performance for every month is done, it is possible to examine the potential of monthly building shell adaptation. The optimal annual performance of such a building shell is again represented by a cloud of possible solutions. For the case study, this cloud is shown in Figure 6 with pink dots, with its corresponding Pareto set in red. For comparative reasons, the set of optimized solutions for the static building shell (Figure 2) is represented with black dots in Figure 6. It is worth noting that all solutions that were aggregated from the sets of monthly optimal results are non-dominated with respect to the Pareto-optimal design solutions with a static facade.

Due to the large number of possible combinations originating from the points in the twelve Pareto fronts, the density of the created cloud is significant. Therefore, it is more difficult to distinguish individual solutions (dots) in comparison with the cloud representing the performance of the same zone with a non-adaptive facade. This finding indicates that many CABS solutions lead to approximately similar performance, and that additional preferences could be introduced to select the best alternative.

<Figure 6>

When evaluated under only the scope of energy consumption reduction, the application of a monthly adaptable facade shows some improvement. For example, if the design team accepts discomfort in the range of 240 hours per year (EN 15251, category II), then the reduction in energy consumption amounts to 18% compared to the best performing static building shell design (points B and B'). This saving potential is not remarkably high, but it should be considered that these savings are compared to an optimized static facade, and most buildings do not have optimized static facades. Moreover, savings around 18% would provide, for example, four credits in the LEED certification, which is a good result considering that the intervention is focused only on seasonal adaptability of the building envelope.

The potential of seasonal CABS stands out better when not only the effects on energy conservation, but concurrently also the impact on indoor environmental quality is considered. The office zone with adaptive features achieves a high-quality indoor environment (up to zero discomfort hours, point C) while achieving energy savings around 15% in comparison with the best performing static design, point B'. This performance gain points out that further developments of innovative adaptable building shell concepts are justifiable,
particularly considering the positive correlation between indoor environmental quality and increased employee productivity in office spaces [59,60].

3.4 Optimum properties of seasonal CABS

In addition to the assessment of the performance potential of a building shell with monthly adaptable properties, it is also useful to gain better understanding of the optimum design characteristics of such an innovative facade. Figure 7 shows the time evolution of optimal WWR values for the three representative points of Figure 6. The three lines represent point B (with 240 discomfort hours), and the two Pareto extremes with maximum (point A) and minimum discomfort level (point C). The fixed value of the best performing static facade design point B’ is indicated with the dashed line.

Figure 7 shows a clear preference for low WWR values during winter months. This result implies, in accordance with previous research [46,51,61], that under temperate winter conditions, passive solar gains and daylight utilization are insufficient to compensate for conduction losses. Due to the lower thermal resistance of fenestration compared to opaque wall parts, the given optimization formulation consistently favors low window to wall ratios in winter. In mid-season months, however, the reduced heating demand in combination with the low risk for overheating promotes higher levels of daylight utilization. Therefore, relatively high values of WWR are the optimum during these months. In the summer period, the substantially higher risk of thermal discomfort leads to smaller window areas than in the mid-season, but larger in comparison to winter months.

The differences in performance between points A, B and C in Figure 7 are clearly reflected in the optimum WWR for each case. During the winter months all three points have the same values due to the mild conflict between performance objectives as discussed in Section 3.2. During the mid-season and summer, two groups can be identified. On one hand, the designs with priority in energy consumption (points A and B) have larger windows, reducing the use of artificial lighting but increasing the overheating hours. On the other hand, the design with priority for comfort (point C) has reduced windows sizes, spending more energy for artificial lighting but avoiding comfort problems. The decision between the two design variants is essentially dependent on the priorities of the design team about a specific building zone.
A comparison between the properties of point B and the static optimum shell (B’ represented by the dashed line) in Figure 7 shows that the improvements in performance are based on a strong adaptation in WWR. It is remarkable that, for most months in the year, the adaptable WWR values are larger than the static value. Larger WWR values indicate that in this case study CABS also increase the view to the outside, which is an important performance aspect in buildings [62]. As such, this finding shows a clear example of the promising role of CABS, together with the type of concessions [63] that is needed to design static building envelopes which are supposed to perform well under the wide range of different boundary conditions.

Figure 7 also provides useful information regarding the frequency of adaptation in CABS. Using monthly optimum results, the seasonal adaptation is highlighted. WWR values, for example, remain fixed over the whole winter whereas in warmer months, more frequent adaptation is preferred. Nevertheless, the most suitable frequency for CABS adaptation shall be addressed by simultaneously evaluating the variation of all design parameters and variations in performance associated with this adaptation. This paper is not focused on the analysis of optimum adaptation frequencies for seasonal CABS, and this issue should be addressed in future work.

<Figure 8>

Figure 8 presents the optimum monthly values of the other building shell properties in the case study. The overall trend for most properties is in accordance with the expected behavior. External surface absorptance has higher values in winter (improving solar gains) and has lower values in the summer (reflecting solar radiation). Thermal conductivity has lower values in the winter and mid-season (reducing conduction losses) and has higher values in summer to improve thermal losses and avoid overheating. The combined effects of density and specific heat create a lightweight building in the winter and heavyweight in the summer. Finally, the evolution of glazing ID over time points out that it is important to have high-performance fenestration properties, i.e. low U-value (0.9 W/m²K) and relatively low g-value (0.59), throughout the entire year. The effects of glazing ID is closely related to the optimum value of WWR, and further investigation is needed regarding the trade-off between these two variables.

Monthly optimized CABS properties in Figure 8 also show some erratic behavior that might not be directly the result of physical principles. Part of this behavior may be caused by limitations of the genetic algorithm,
which cannot guarantee that the outcome of the optimization process is the global optimum. Although measures have been taken to ensure convergence of the optimization, an in-depth analysis of the impact of different settings of the algorithm was not the focus of this research. These results, however, demonstrate the need for further research on robustness of optimization outcomes with respect to CABS.

Another reason for the erratic behavior of some properties pertains to sensitivities in the input-output relationship between design parameters and objectives. Two different effects play a role here:

1. There is an inherent difference in sensitivity of the performance indicators to each CABS property in the design option space [64,65].

2. The effect of certain design variables (e.g. solar absorptance) can become negligible when another variable (e.g. thermal insulation) has a first-order effect in driving the optimization [66].

The different role of properties on the performance of CABS is further exemplified in Figure 9 which reproduces the same results as presented in Figure 5; i.e. the cloud of design options investigated during optimization for the month of April. In Figure 9, each design alternative is colored according to the value of the conductivity (Figure 9a) and specific heat capacity (Figure 9b). As far as thermal conductivity is concerned (Figure 9a), it can be noticed that design solutions converge to a specific tint of the color map as the design solutions approach the Pareto front. Such kind of ordered patterns in the optimization cloud and along the front contain useful cues about the significance of design variables to the optimal trade-off in multi-objective problems [66]. Based on results in Figure 9a, conductivity seems to have a dominant influence on performance as all Pareto-optimal solutions converge to approximately the same value. This dominant effect reduces the erratic behavior of this property in the optimization results, as seen in the winter months of Figure 8b. This is in contrast with the random spread of values in the Pareto front for specific heat capacity, and in this case the optimum solution in Figure 8d should be adopted with caution. The selection of optimization variables and their role in the optimized solution is not the main focus of this paper, and this issue should be addressed in future work.

<Figure 9>
4 Concluding remarks

The goal of this paper was to introduce a method for quantifying the impact of seasonal facade adaptation on building performance, based on coupled building energy and daylight simulations, conducted under specific multi-objective optimization (MOO) scenarios with genetic algorithms. The proposed method also addresses the combination of monthly Pareto fronts, providing an effective instrument for the quantification of their annual performance. In the present case study, the concept of seasonal adaptability of building facades indicates potential advantages as it can offer energy savings while upgrading the indoor environment. Specifically, this study shows that a south facing office zone with a monthly adaptive facade in the Dutch climate can have up to 15% energy savings and largely improved thermal comfort conditions in comparison with the best performing non-adaptive facade. View to the outside is also improved in the case with adaptive facade, as higher values of WWR are achieved in most of the year. Regarding the design characteristics of such an optimized adaptive facade, results show a strong relationship between some of the variables and the seasonal boundary conditions. Analysis of optimization results with colored scatter plots is a powerful tool to visualize such relationship.

While this paper proposes a way for optimizing the performance of adaptable building shells, there are many issues related to practical implementation that were not addressed. In this paper, the subject is approached from a high-level perspective, without analyzing the details of specific climate adaptive building shells (CABS) concepts. The method, however, can also be applied to assist in the product development of innovative facade components, or to support the design process of specific buildings with seasonal CABS.

It is evident that the application of adaptive instead of conventional envelopes entails a higher level of complexity during the design, construction and operational phase. One of the next steps towards better understanding the nature of such innovative buildings relates to the reduction of complexity of CABS solutions with the help of building performance simulation. As indicated along this paper, a more thorough analysis of the input-output relationships and robustness of optimized adaptable facade design variables could be of great assistance since it may reveal crucial information about which variables are worth being considered as adaptable or fixed over the building’s lifetime. Additionally, it can help in reducing complexity by identifying the optimum time periods in which adaptation of certain properties has the biggest effect. Addressing the challenge of simplifying adaptive actions as much as possible, while keeping the corresponding compromise in performance to a minimum, is a relevant direction for future research.
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Figure 1: Schematic overview of the investigated office zone model. The position of the work plane (grey circle) is situated in the south-oriented half of the zone.

Figure 2: Schematic representation of the objective spaces from monthly optimizations.

Figure 3: Schematic representation of the newly created objective space and the corresponding annual Pareto front.

Figure 4: Scatter plot of results of annual optimization for the studied office model.

Figure 5: Scatter plots of all the available design solutions and fronts out of optimization process conducted for April (A) and August (B).

Figure 6: Comparison of the annual Pareto fronts for the static and adaptive facades. The pink dots represent the cloud of available solutions for the case of the adaptive facade.

Figure 7: Optimum window-to-wall ratio of monthly adaptive facades for the case study office building in the Netherlands (Points A to C are indicated in Figure 6).

Figure 8: Optimum properties of monthly adaptive facades for the case study office building in the Netherlands.

Figure 9: Bubble plots of all the design solutions evaluated in the optimization process for the month of April, with colors based on the values for (a) thermal conductivity and (b) specific heat capacity.